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Abstract  

Compression is a way of efficient utilization of bandwidth. Compression will efficiently reduce the total number 

of bits required to represent certain information. It also removes redundancy. In actual compression reduce the 

storage requirements. The various compression areas are data compression, image compression, video 

compression and audio compression. In this paper we will present the simulation of Huffman Coding in 

MATLAB. The first section of this paper presents the general introduction related to data compression and its 

various techniques. Then the next section includes the theory of Huffman coding.  The subsequent section 

includes the problem statement. After that last section presents the simulation results.  

Keywords: Compression, Data Compression, Huffman coding, Redundancy. 

1. Introduction 

Compression is a technique in which some bits of original data are eliminated but it doesn’t modify the actual 

meaning of message and our visual system can’t recognize this change. Data Compression consists of taking a 

stream of symbols as an input and converts those symbols into coded form as shown in figure 1.  

  

                          Input                                                                            Output                              

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Basic Data Compression block diagram 

The resulting stream of codes shows the effectiveness of compression. If the resulting stream is smaller than the 

original symbols it means the Compression is effective. Data Compression techniques helps to compress the data 

files which results in the form of improvement in efficiency and reduction in storage requirements. Data 

Compression is related with the concept of information theory because of its concern with redundancy. Data 

compression is a kind of lossless compression. Lossless compression is that in which the output is a duplicate 

copy of the input. In the lossless compression we just compress the data during transmission but the actual 

number of bits is not eliminated from it. Data compression is mainly used for file transfer etc. in which if we 

eliminate some information then the actual mean of input is changed. In contrast to lossless compression, lossy 

compression is the type of compression in which the output is differs from input. In this compression elimination 

of few bits is tolerable, since it can’t change the actual mean of input. Image compression comes under lossy 

DATA COMPRESSION 
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compression. In image compression if we eliminate few pixels of an image, our visual system can’t identify this 

difference.  

2. Theory of Huffman Coding  

Huffman coding comes under Data Compression category. In the Huffman Coding the way to compression is 

providing the codeword with shorter wavelength to those symbols that are having higher probability of 

occurrence while symbols with lower probability of occurrence will have longer codeword lengths. Which 

results in the form of reduction in the average codeword length per symbol and this results to a smaller output 

data size. Average code length of Huffman code is greater than Shannon-fano coding. But it is more efficient 

than Shannon-fano coding because it will result in an optimum code when the code construction is efficient.  

3. Problem formulation  

In this paper we consider two cases in the first case we take six symbols and in the second case we consider ten 

symbols. 

Case 1:  Number of symbols=6 

                             
Case 2: Number of symbols=10 

The ten symbols are sorted in descending order then follow the same procedure as shown for above case. We 

also may generate these symbols randomly by providing a specific range. 

 Table1. Samples and Code length table 

 

No. of Samples Code length 

0.4 1 

0.3 01 

0.2 000 

0.05 0011 

0.04 00100 

0.01 00101 

 

 L(X)= 0.4*1+0.3*2+0.2*3+0.05*4+0.04*5+0.01=2.05bits/sec. 

ή(x) = 

Table2. Formulas for calculating Code length, actual length and Entropy in Huffman coding 

 

Code length Actual length Entropy 

L=∑Pi*Li H= -∑Pi*log(Pi) η=H 

     L 

 

4. Simulation model & Algorithm 

 The first step related with Huffman coding algorithm is to arrange all the input symbols in the 

descending order on the basis of their probabilities of occurrence.  
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 Next step is based on the addition of  two least probabilities symbols to generate a new symbol with 

probability of the sum of two combined symbols. This new symbol will have a probability that is sum of 

the probabilities of the two symbols. We will assign a ‘0’ to the left of the new symbol and a ‘1’ to the 

right of the symbol. 

 Repeat step 1. If there are many symbols with the same probability then the newly created symbol will 

be placed as high as possible in the list. This procedure is continued until a binary tree containing all 

symbols has been generated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2: Flow chart of Huffman coding 
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5.  Simulation Results 

 
6. Conclusion 

In this paper we concluded that in the data compression by using Huffman coding, we require the less number of 

bits for the transmission of that symbols, having high probability of occurrence and vice versa. The code 

efficiency may be relatively poor in the region of the transition. If the probability at the transition is close to an 

optimum probability for the previous extension, the performance may deteriorate when moving to the higher 

extension.  
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